
THERE IS  GREAT POWER IN 
YOUR VOICE

TEEN VIBE is a program/platform for teens to share their

thoughts, ideas, and unique point-of-views over a wide range

of topics and interests. As a member/contributor of TEEN VIBE,

your work will be published in monthly newsletters and

shared across our network of subscribers and community

partners.

Are you a teen who likes to discuss things like sports, culture,

entertainment, fashion/art, or any number of interesting

topics? Then allow TEEN VIBE to amplify your voice as an

outlet to the public. Our subscribers grow weekly thanks to the

wonderful and creative content teens like you provide.

If you are age 13-18, in middle or high school, and live 

in the Northern Middlesex community, you are

eligible to join TEEN VIBE with your 

parent/guardian's permission

JOIN TEEN VIBE

To all graduates of the class of 2021!

TEEN VIBE meets
once a week for 1 hr.

Meet in-person or
online with Zoom

It's free and
voluntary 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=-BtgCeR9RUm84vJmpCjo3Ygn-DPeguFHutdXzy-UGIFUN1pCWlNJSkEyME5QQ1NFNE5OUVNXQjIwQy4u
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10 places to possibly visit
over your summer break:

Escapology - Trumbull, CT

Urban Air Adventure Park
Orange, CT

Brownstone Adventure Park
Portland, CT

Foxwoods High Flyers
Mashantucket, CT

Prime Climb - Wallingford, CT

It Adventure Ropes Course
New Haven, CT

Skydive Danielson
Danielson, CT

Make the most of

your summer &

be safe! 

ENJOY
YOUR
SUMMER

TEEN VIBE wishes you an

enjoyable summer full of

discovery and relaxation.

Do your best to remain

active and safe (both

mentally and physically).

Summer is a great time for

travelling, personal learning,

and sharing time with

friends and family. It's also a

great time to explore new

activities. Connecticut has

many activities to offer and

we have put together just a

few suggestions for things to

do with friends or family.

Click each links to learn

more.

 

T O  T E E N S
E V E R Y W H E R E

Supercharged - Montville,

CT

Spare Time Vernon
Vernon, CT

Beardsley Zoo - Bridgeport,

CT

https://www.escapology.com/en/trumbull-ct?source=ppc-google&campaign=8385322703&content=445226107422&keyword=escapology&gclid=Cj0KCQjw5auGBhDEARIsAFyNm9FzS5Vqj9cQkYsg0ZB6tIEHWLjCuHbTK2Ca7VETz6WtlrBky9j1WXoaArN1EALw_wcB
https://www.urbanairtrampolinepark.com/locations/connecticut/orange?gclid=Cj0KCQjw5auGBhDEARIsAFyNm9GCeS89xP3rD4ErY6zU8CW6JnckS9yJuuJ6gFVirVBTiy6y6l4Vzf0aAu9FEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://brownstonepark.com/
https://foxwoodshighflyer.com/
https://www.primeclimb.com/
https://www.itatjordans.com/
https://www.skydivedanielson.com/
https://superchargedracing.com/
https://www.sparetimeentertainment.com/vernon/
https://www.beardsleyzoo.org/


The Jester Singles by The Garden
genre: alternative/indie/vada vada
     In 2016 the public was blessed with a string of new releases from Orange County duo The

Garden. Each had their own album cover following the same style, with charming hand drawn

jesters and a whimsical font that proved to be very eye-catching. In this month’s review we’ll be

going through each of these singles to see just how awesome they are, and if you’re new to the

band you can learn a bit about their self proclaimed genre, which they call ‘vada vada.’ I’ve had

these songs on repeat constantly over the past year, and they have my whole heart, so let’s jump

right in! 

Play Your Cards Right (featuring Crazy 8)
     Let me start by saying, this is one of the best beats I’ve heard in the past year. It’s one of those

songs that scratches my brain just right, and with the addition of Crazy 8’s vocals it makes for an

awesome listening experience. The lyrics are mystical, that’s the best way I can think to describe

them, talking about sleeping on a couch in the desert and, of course, playing your cards right. A lot

of music from The Garden utilizes ad-libbing and breaks in structure very effectively, which to me is

what sets them apart from other bands. These singles are no exception! Play Your Cards Right

starts off with a bang, changing tempo and flow several times, which is pretty impressive

considering it’s never jarring or out of place. 

MUSIC REVIEW

W R I T T E N  B Y  S O F I A  H U R L B U T  - M H S

Mass Production by Iggy Pop and Time Moves Slow by BADBADNOTGOOD have been on

repeat the past week

I’ve been getting into Jimi Hendrix and discovering more David Bowie songs

This summer my playlists are going to have a chilled out jazzy vibe!

What I’ve Been Listening to This Month!!



 It serves to keep the song exciting and fits in very well with the vocals. The upbeat, exciting tone

sets these singles apart from the band’s previous work and makes them endlessly entertaining.

One point in the song is even reminiscent of the work of pop-synthe artist Jack Stauber, which is

unexpected and totally cool! It’s important to mention that Wyatt and Fletcher Shears, identical

twins, are the only two members of The Garden. This may contribute to their impeccable timing

and ability to cultivate such a cohesive creative vision throughout their discography. 

     Speaking of their creative vision- Near the end of the song someone (probably Wyatt) ad-libs,

“This is vada vada!” which is an important detail to touch on; as I mentioned before, vada vada is

the group’s preferred label. In interviews they say it’s an amalgamation of their drive to do what

feels right with them creatively, and it really shows. The genre is intensely experimental and

unique, and though it faces a lot of criticism from those engrossed in the music industry it’s

undeniably entertaining. I really admire the creativity the band has, and despite blowing up as of

late they’ve managed to keep it real and retain their vision as artists. As you’ll come to realize if

you decide to explore the work of the Shears brothers, possibly the best part of their work is how

upbeat and goofy it can be while still having substance and a strong emotional impact. Overall,

Play Your Cards Right is a great single that is sure to get you on your feet!

Call this # Now

     The “vada vada” style really shines through here- To me the very essence of vada vada lies in

the sleazy practices of businessmen, the alluring and unabashedly self centered underbelly of

the music industry, and a certain yearning that comes from deep in our souls. Whether that

yearning is to be a “big shot” or simply to do your own thing dodging all the slimy characters that

may try to get in your way, The Garden has a way of highlighting the interests of shady

characters, criticising people in a creative way while still managing to stay blunt and

straightforward with their lyricism. This combined with their comedic, often cynical tone, makes

it all the more fun to listen to. 

     The next single brings a different vibe to the table, featuring the band’s signature sound

effects and lyrical style. It begins with a short bit of screaming, something that their newest

album, Kiss my Superbowl Ring, is pretty saturated with. This sneak preview of what would later

become one of their signature sounds is awesome, not to mention the accompanying music

video is one of my all time favorites. I’m not a big fan of music videos for the most part, but when

a video really embodies the soul of the song it can be a wonderful thing. The music video for this

track, [linked here], follows a man who finds a mysterious advertisement with the brothers’ faces

on it. The sign reads, “Wanna be a big shot? Call this # Now,” and after a brief moment of

confusion the man does, summoning the Shears brothers. I find myself thinking of the music

video while looking for ways to describe Call This # Now, as the cigar smoking businessmen the

brothers portray are great representatives of the sleazy yet jazzy vibe that oozes from the single. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTNcrUBCqXk


California Here We Go

     I really adore it, it’s just so fresh and interesting to hear a song that isn’t just one dimensional

commentary from the singer, even if that isn’t the main focus of the lyrics. They take a break from

the sleazy undertones of the last two singles to get a bit of a more introspective and calculated

look at the same morally questionable facets of society discussed previously. This nicely

encompasses three perspectives on the same subset of society, a “skeezy ol’ pimp” in Play Your

Cards Right, disjointed businessmen in Call This # Now, and someone trying the best they can

not to get sucked into it all in California Here We Go. Whether these themes are the focus of your

listening experience or not, it’s easy to appreciate the effort the twins put into these tracks and

all that they have to say about the industry.

     Needless to say, I highly recommend these singles to anyone and everyone, and I can’t

emphasize enough that the band has a huge range of music available which is all worth

checking out! Both Wyatt (Enjoy) and Fletcher (Puzzle) have solo projects with a ton of amazing

albums, too, so you’re almost guaranteed to find something you vibe with. I’ll totally be revisiting

their music in the future, so keep an eye out!

Your feedback is appreciated!

Sofia's work continues on the next page

     For the last single in this triple feature we have California Here We Go, yet another upbeat

song that’s unlike anything I’ve heard before. The keyboard combined with Wyatt’s vocals and

the sick bass riff is perfect, and it honestly never gets old! Any time I’m in the car I have to put it

on, regardless of my destination or the mood I’m in. It never fails to get me excited to take on the

rest of the day. I love the background vocals too, which I only came to appreciate after I’d heard

the song quite a few times. They provide a subtle conversational tone to the song, which can be

seen in a couple tracks from the subsequent albums Mirror Might Steal Your Charm and Kiss my

Superbowl Ring. 

     If you have thoughts on this review, what reviews you’d like to see in the future, or just want to

discuss the album, feel free to shoot me an email at [sofia.teenvibe@gmail.com]!! This is our last

issue for the school year so I’d also love suggestions on which albums I should be listening to this

summer!

 
Correction from last month's issue of TEEN VIBE

Article by Nethra Sundaram - 'Stories from South
Asian Americans' had a copy & paste error for
question 2 of the article. Here is the actual question:

How have Eurocentric standards affected you or the way people treat you?

mailto:sofia.teenvibe@gmail.com


MUSHROOM HUNTING STUFF DOWN HERE :)

Ready to learn more about mushrooms and the world around you? Well you’re in luck!

For tons of cool videos all summer long follow [@sofiateenvibe] on TikTok! Together we

can learn how to look for and identify mushrooms, take notes on what we find, and

explore the wilderness around us in new ways! I’ll see you there :D

If you’ve been inspired to go mushroom hunting, or just want to share some cool photos

of nature, be sure to send them in to [sofia.teenvibe@gmail.com] with your name and

where you took the photo! It may be featured on my TikTok or in the next issue of Teen

Vibe.

Fun fact - What is a Mushroom?

A mushroom is the reproductive structure produced by some fungi. It is somewhat like

the fruit of a plant, except that the "seeds" it produces are in fact millions of microscopic

spores that form in the gills or pores underneath the mushroom's cap. The spores blow

away into the wind, or are spread by other means, such as animal feeding. If they land on

a suitable substrate (such as wood or soil) spores will germinate to form a network of

microscopic rooting threads (mycelium) which penetrate into their new food source.

Info on What is a Mushroom from:

https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfp/publications/00029/mushwhat.htm

https://www.tiktok.com/@sofiateenvibe?lang=en
mailto:sofia.teenvibe@gmail.com


Rules & Guidelines
Poetry & Creative Writing

Open to students entering grades 8-12
Topic/Theme: Humanity & Culture

Participants may submit to multiple categories. 

 

 

 

 
Submissions are due by Saturday, August 21st, 2021. Submit finished work to TeenVibeCT@gmail.com
as an pdf. or doc. file attachment. Identify the category being summitted in the subject line of the e-

mail. In the body of your e-mail, identify yourself (first/last name, age, grade, and school). If submitting to

more than one category, a separate email must be sent for each category. All participants agree to the

use of their name and their work being potentially shared/recognized in the first school year's issue of

TEEN VIBE. Winners will be announced on Friday, September 10th, 2021.

WRITING
SUMMER

Up to 3,500 words

Up to 3 poems.
No more than

8 pages
Up to 3,500 words



TEEN VIBE thanks you for reading and sharing this month's issue. 
If you would like to join or contribute content to TEEN VIBE, please e-mail us today.

 
 To subscribe to TEEN VIBE

email the word "subscribe" to: teenvibect@gmail.com
 

 
TEEN VIBE is a partnership program between the Middlesex Y and

Russell Library. Teens learn how to create and share news-style
content and other materials that are informative for both teens

and the broader community. 
 

https://www.midymca.org/teens-1
https://russelllibrary.org/teens/

